
Ruornil's Staff Invented by Søren Surlykke 
 

Appearance: 
The staff is a wooden pole, about 7 feet long, shod with platinum in the down end, and with Ruornils symbol, a crested 

moon, made of platinum and silver edged on the top end. 

On the staff itself, are many runes, but they are not easy to distinguish, and are therefore hard to read. 

 

History: 

Created by Ruornil just after Deismaar, the staff was granted to Baran Orel, who became The Dragon. The staff's 

current whereabouts are unknown, though most speculate that Baran either has it now, or knows exactly where it is. 

 

Alignment: 

True Neutral 

 

Minor Powers: 

All minor powers are cast at 25th level of ability. 

Functions as a staff +4, +8 Vs shadow monsters 

A five point AC bonus (from AC 10 to AC 5 for example) 

Light, at will, centered on the moon on top of staff 

Detect Magic, at will 

Read Magic, at will 

Dispel Magic, 5/day, on touch 

Anti-magic Shell, 1/week 

 

Major Powers: 

Enhance one source by 2 levels, 1/month 

Enhance spellcasting by two character levels (true wizards only). 

 

Dangers: 

Each usage of a major power drains the user of one bloodline point. 

If a warrior, priest (not of Ruornil, as they are also magicians) or Rogue tries to use the staff, he/she is the subject of a 

Suggestion cast at 25th level of ability, making him want to give the staff to the nearest of Ruornil's priests. Even if 

he/she makes his saving throw, the suggestion is repeated each day until he/she gives in or misses his/her save, note 

that magical resistance does NOT help against this suggestion. 

 

Corrupting Effect: 

User becomes obsessed by the idea that he must make magic common all over Cerillia, quite a gargantuan task 

 

Weakness: 

To become rid of it, the staff must be brought into a dead-magic-area, that is quite a seldom place in Cerrilia, then two 

priests of Ruornil must make a ritual, where they pray to Ruornil to incapacitate the staff. 

If one wants to destroy it outright, one must use it to strike Ruornil, not his avatar, but his true form. If this happens, the 

user is affected as if he had made a rebutive strike. Note that Ruornil is able to deal out whatever punishment he deems 

fair afterwards. 

 


